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THE BIRTH OF THE TEAM 
 

As a group of long-term investors in the crypto field, the team at On Chain 

Whales has been following the industry’s growth with a keen eye. The rise of 

NFTs in recent movements, has been one advancement that caught our attention. 

We believe application of NFTs into a framework of digital ownership wil l 

change the way our online and physical worlds operate. None-the-less, we have 

noticed many NFT projects seem to lack some features we believe are critical to 

the advancement of the industry. Together, the team at On Chain Whales worked 

to develop a plan to remove barriers and encourage participation from all 

members of the community. 

 

 

ONCHAIN WHALES BREACH THE SURFACE 
 

On Chain Whales needed to assume a low-cost entry, with minimal barriers, 

while still  encouraging direct community engagement and implementing features 

to ensure positive price pressure. After analysing the pros and cons of current 

blockchain options (including Ethereum, Polygon and Avalanche), it was 

concluded that the upcoming XLS-20d protocol of the XRPL best suited this 

need. Providing reliable, efficient, and cost-effective methods of transactions, the 

XRPL became the birthplace of On Chain Whales. 

Through encouraging personalised involvement from the community, and several 

price impacting features, On Chain Whales gives the common holder the 
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opportunity to develop a unique whale investment. So, the real questions is, what 

are On Chain Whales and how will  they uphold these values?  

 

THE ONCHAIN WHALES NFT 
 

The OnChain Whales collection represents 10,000 unique art pieces. 

These 10,000 pieces are split into two categories: 

• 1000 artworks 

o Represent complete tiered art works 

o Much like any other NFT projects 

• 9000 artworks 

o Represent ALL investors within the OnChain Whales community 

o UNLIKE any other NFT projects 

 

 

THE COMPLETE WHALES 
 

The Complete Whales consist of 1,000 NFTs. These NFTs are tiered artwork, with each 

tier increasing in rarity and quality. 

The different tiers and their population are as follows: 

• 900 Rare whales 

• 90 Ultra-Rare whales 



• 9 Precious whales 

• 1 52-Hertz  whale 

 

These pieces wil l  be completed and offered for ownership at a future date. Each 

tier incorporates unique artistic features, while still  focusing on the crypto whale 

concept. To add utility, complete whale holders will  be eligible for several 

benefits, such as merch offers, discount codes, and community elder roles. 

This element allows for the entry of larger investments into On Chain Whales, which is  

needed for the stable and constant growth of the 

project. 

  

However. The team wanted to encourage participation from all  levels of investors, 
and sti ll  wished to util ise the uniqueness everyone has to offer. 

Enter, 

COMMON WHALES 
For the Unique Investor 



COMMON WHALES FOR THE UNIQUE INVESTOR 
 

Every person has a story, enveloped with unique experiences that make them who 

they are. These thoughts and experiences are often expressed in forms of artwork, 

and this is the reason artwork is attractive, yet subjective. NFT projects represent 

a community, and everyone in these communities has something unique to offer. 

Here, at On Chain Whales, we wanted to capture these thoughts and allow 

everyone the opportunity to express themselves with a unique and personalised 

whale. 

To do so, it was decided that 90% of the total NFT collection would be sliced into 

four corners, turning 9000 artworks into 36000 cards. From this point, the 

community can claim, trade, and collect these cards until  they have a combination 

of four corners that is personal and expressive. These 4 cards can then be burnt 

in return for a whole whale NFT, made from the specific combination that was 

collected. 

This design amazingly provides over 6.5 QUADRILLION unique combinations, 

of which, only 9000 can be minted. This means that there is a 0.00000000014% 

chance that any artwork combination will  be selected, ensuring that your design 

is truly representative of yourself. Some design possibilities include, but are not 

l imited to, matched and consistent styles, randomised styles, coordinated 

background and/or whale styles and even patterns. The sky is truly the l imit! We 

are excited to see the individualism this community has to offer. 

  



TIMEFRAMES OF RELEASE 
At the time of writing, the XLS-20d standards are not yet released on the XRPL 

(many refer to these standards as “NFT capabil ities for XRPL”). After 

deliberation, the team at On Chain Whales has decided not to mint on the current 

XLS-14d and XLS-19d standards. The reason behind this was due to the lack of 

participation and support for these current NFT standards. We are sure that XLS20d  

will  provide more user-friendly experiences. 

As such, during this waiting period, we have been analysing and observing other 

XRPL NFT projects over the previous months and have decided to issue an IOU 

token on the XRPL. This token will  be $OCW (signifying, On Chain Whales), 

and will  be redeemable for Common Whale quarters, following minting. 

 

THE USE OF $OCW 
There wil l  be 36,000 $OCW minted. Currently, $OCW is planned to be the only 

IOU token in circulation prior to XLS-20d minting. This may be re-analysed, 

dependant on minting updates, and the possibility of additional IOU tokens may 

be addressed with the community. 

These 36,000 $OCW will  be redeemable for randomised Common Whale cards, 

at a rate of 1 $OCW for each card (representing the total 9,000 complete pieces). 

$OCW is ONLY redeemable for Common Whale quarters. Any Rare, Ultra-rare, 

Precious, or 52-Hertz whales will  be available after minting. 

  



TOKENOMICS OF $OCW 
To ensure a successful release, On Chain Whales has analysed many different 

methods to manage and distribute $OCW. The following combination was 

determined to be of the most benefit to investors. 

 

ANY SALES FROM THE ON CHAIN WHALES PROJECT WILL BE CONDUCTED IN A MANNER 
THAT DOES NOT NEGATIVELY AFFECT PRICE MOVEMENTS. 

 

  



THE FUTURE OF ON CHAIN WHALES 
While On Chain Whales does offer innovative NFT experiences to all  investors, 

the deflationary nature ensures there is a limit of only 9000 Common Whales. 

Once the total circulating Common Whales begin to reach this cap, the team at 

On Chain Whales wil l  begin to implement community discussion on how to 

further propel this project long-term. 

So far, several ideas have been investigated. These, however, will  not be 

disclosed, as the team wishes to have the flexibil ity to improve upon any 

unforeseen circumstances experienced during the life span of On Chain Whales. 

Following a decision, the team will  endeavour to fairly execute any plans. All 

investors can be assured, any potential advances from the On Chain Whales team 

will  incorporate direct benefits for any On Chain Whale holders (whether partial, 

or complete NFTs). 

CLOSING WORDS FROM THE TEAM 
The On Chain Whales project has been meticulously analysed, and we believe 

that it will  become very successful within the XRPL. We hope that On Chain 

Whales can begin to drive a new standard of community NFTs where 

individualism is represented. We would l ike to thank you for taking the time to 

read and understand what this project has to offer. Your support will  not go 

unnoticed, and we are very excited to see what the On Chain Whales community 

can create! 

 

DISCLAIMER 
None of  the information given in  this  Whitepaper is  f inancia l  advice, but rather has  been supplied for  
informational purposes only. This  Whitepaper is  not legally b inding in  any way. On Chain Whales  
reserves  the r ight to change/alter  any details .  Any investors  should be aware that the crypto market is  
st i l l  widely volati le and unregulated. Any investors  in  On Chain Whales should be aware of  and accept 
these r isks . Investors  are encouraged to research wider and local markets  before any investments  are 
made. Scammers are prevalent within the XRP community, On Chain Whales  wil l  never ask for  secret 
keys  or  personal wallet information Stay a lert and conf irm the intentions of  everyone before 
communicating any information. 


